Packages:
Jas Productions offers several unique packages that can
accommodate your event no matter the size or type of event. Here
at Jas Productions we will customize your package to meet the
needs for your event, and will not over sell you a package that is
not needed.
Some events may require a quiet background setting for a cocktail
hour, pre-party or silent auction, however your event may have
higher demands with lots of energy, sound and concert style
lighting, and sometimes events require both settings! Whatever
the case may be our staff is prepared to overcome any challenges
you may bring to the table.
Please take a moment to glance at some of our most requested
packages that has fulfilled our clients request in the past. Please keep in mind that all packages can be changed
and customized to fit the perfect atmosphere you’re looking for.
Jas Productions has changed over to the digital world, supplying you with the most updated technology to deliver
“The Next Level Of Entertainment” This allows us to deliver over 20,000 songs and continuously growing to
every event that we attend, at a much higher quality. Some people ask about the quality of MP3’s or WAV files.
Our music collection was converted at a higher rate than most CD’s are delivered today your local music stores.
“Look No CD’s!”

As with all our packages:
* Special power arrangements may be required for larger packages.
* A travel charge may be applied for distances more that 20 miles from the center on Boston.
* In some cases a fogger may not be used, a Confetti Canon can be substituted for an additional fee.

Classic Package
Sound
Your classic package contains a 2 speaker sound system capable of handling crowds up to 300 people. This system
will deliver crystal clear highs as well as your thunderous lows. Your package will include a music collection that will
range from the 50’s all the way to the most recently played music on the radio today.
This package comes to you with 4 hrs, however additional hours may be added.
This Package contains no lighting.
_____________________________________________________________________

Mirage Package
Sound
Your Mirage package contains a 2 speaker Sound system capable of handling crowds up to 450 people. This system
will deliver your crystal clear highs, as well as your thunderous lows. Your package will include a music collection that
will range from the 50’s all the way to the most recently played music on the radio today.
Lighting
Your Mirage package includes a variety of 8 Multicolored Pinspots that dance to the beat of the music via computer
controlled. This package includes a 12in Mirror Ball that when illuminated by 2 pinspots will send multiple rays of
light throughout the dance floor, 1 strobe light when used can make certain objects appear to be in slow motion, A
fogger is included in this package and when used with this lighting will produce brilliant lighting effects.
This package comes to you with 4 hrs, however additional hours may be added.
_____________________________________________________________________
Excaliber Package
Sound
Your Excaliber package contains a 4 speaker Sound system capable of handling crowds up to 600 people. This system
will deliver your crystal clear highs, as well as your thunderous lows. Your package will include a music collection that
will range from the 50’s all the way to the most recently played music on the radio today.
Lighting
Your Excaliber package includes a variety of 8 Multicolored Pinspots that dance to the beat of the music via computer
controlled. This package includes a 12in Mirror Ball that when illuminated by 2 pinspots will send multiple rays of
light throughout the dance floor. 1 Strobe Light that when used can make certain objects appear to be in slow motion is
also included in your package. 2 Jewels which will produce tunnels of colored rotating light. A fogger is included in
this package and when used with this lighting will produce brilliant lighting effects
This package comes to you with 4 hrs, however additional hours may be added.

MGM GRAND
Sound
Your MGM Grand package contains a 6 speaker Sound system capable of producing 3,400 watts of power and
handling crowds up to 600 people. This system will deliver your crystal clear highs, as well as your thunderous lows.
Your package will include a music collection that will range from the 50’s all the way to the most recently played
music on the radio today. Your D.J. will use a digital processor to specially remix your request throughout the night.
This allows the D.J. to customized your night the way you want it. This package will bring your school dances to the
next level of entertainment that your students will talk about for months to come!
Lighting
Your MGM Grand package includes a variety of 8 Multicolored Pinspots that dance to the beat of the music via
computer controlled. This package includes a 12in Mirror Ball that when illuminated by 2 pinspots will send multiple
rays of light throughout the dance floor.
A Multiple Strobe Light system when used can make certain objects appear to be in slow motion is
also included in your package. 4 Mighty Scans some of the most highly inteligent lighting fixtures on the market today
that include 12 gobos and 21 colors that create moving light which will change your gymnasium or cafeteria into a club
atmosphere. A Fogger is included in this package and when used with this lighting can produce laser like images!
This package comes to you with 4 hrs, however additional hours may be added.
_____________________________________________________________________

The Next Level
Sound
Your Next Level package contains a 6 speaker Sound system that includes a pair of subwoofers. This system is
capable of producing 11,400 watts of power and handling crowds up to 1,000 people. This system will deliver your
crystal clear highs, as well as your thunderous lows. Your package will include a music collection that will range from
the 50’s all the way to the most recently played music on the radio today. Your D.J. will use a digital processor to
specially remix your request throughout the night. This allows the D.J. to customized your night the way you want it.
This package will bring your school dances to the next level of entertainment that your students will talk about for
months to come!
Lighting
Your Next Level package includes a 4 American DJ Mighty Scans that include 12 gobos and 21 colors, 4 American DJ
Ultrascans that include 9 rotating gobos and 9 split-colors. All 8 fixtures are controlled by a computer based system,
that when implicated can and will produce the most impressive club install that has been delivered to your gym EVER!
Your package also includes a 20in Mirror Ball that when illuminated will bring you back to the disco days of the 70’s.
2 Jewels that produce tunnels of multi-colored rotating light. A multiple strobe light system when used can make
certain objects appear to be in slow motion is also included in your package. A fogger is included in this package and
when used with this lighting can produce laser like images!
This lighting system is hung on a 30ft trussing system and ground supported by 2 13ft crank up lifts.
This package comes to you with 4 hrs, however additional hours may be added.

